
3/31/eg 

Does that halo you carry it forward' any? 

Le had a simtte . code system it his notebook, involving; the kind of 

C 

Moor error readily cor:ected at the scene. leer example. in his notebook, 

"2avid .:rel7,f-re turned out to oe oavid 0handler. There was the address 119 

Camp ot., 7.:13.211 iS tatt Of o clothing store aces: he  Tee unknown (end ne had ._ .., 

'. litAe ofo: fdr the Tuxedos they rented). nowover, et 119 was Ronnie OstrepOo .  

where no upplicd for s . job, the publicist-  whoworked with Armlets .Omith. ----4:--  
..-4 	: P ` 1, 

The Coomission htd. en investigation conducted of Oewald as Agent 

S.ogo, oetwoomhor,Wrong use. That era: the account .number from waOch he 

was peid. 

While 1 cannot imoedietely 3U -eat any orJecial significance in 
1111 16H04, refeonce to 2obert Odum end Dallas Texas State, with those phone numbers,'  

1 hese recently beaous interested in some of the ultras at Texas state, jenton, 

near Dallas. They hod unfriendly intentions toward :FK and hed partidipated 

0 
in the attack on Z;terenson. 

--) 	 Odum Is not an uncommon name in that area. It is in the north. 

On 'isher, who ovaded you, it is not possible to work backward 

with the non-Estill-shot angle because everything said is wrong. When you 

see ey books on the autopsy (and -L  do not know when they may he Printed) 

Y
ytiu will uncle:ate:id batter. The third is on that tonal report: Re now 

knows ha is in trouble. There is 3 .:hence he may not answer you. by not 

write his again (copy to me) along-these lines: Tell him tact since getting his 

latter of 2/20 you news re-examined the pictures of the rresident Nut 

before and at the time of the shotlig and they do not show the jacket 

raised as he soeculatee, that you have experimented yourself end find that 

with your untailorad clothes (the President's were tailored to him), the 

jacket rises but slightly an: the shirt virtually not at all, being inhibited by 

the fact that it is close-fitting and anchored at the waist by the belt. Ask 

him if there is no e passible anatomical or skeletal explanation (there is, the 

scapula being the most flexible bona in the body - it is about two inches 

higher when the body is prone - and bezein lies the answer, ea he undoubtedly 

knows)..Lek his also how a bullet can pass through tae neck area without 

striking bone (this ono,. believe me, did not), given the human anatomy, without 

a broad angle laterally (Dr. John Michele computes a minimum angle of 38 degrees). 

If this is the cane (and be ce taro to include thin, how could that bullet 

then have strtek Connally, sitting in front of the President, to the right of 

its alleged exit point in the President's body. You see, so broad en angle elim-

instals any possibility of the single-bullet theory, on thin bosis alone ending 

the Report. I will be iaterosted in his answer and failure to answer. The 

letters you send me are very interesting. I'd like to use his in the aPpendix 

to that book if and when it can be printed. Many thanker. 

sincerely, 

YOu ea', If Iwere to speculate, I would tend to think them maxmx 

c serial number for an agent or dossier or something along that line."  GooO 

soeculfl tion. I believe it is the serial number of tee Larvey oswald. 

iti4
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EMORYL.BROWN,JR. 

ROUTE 4, BOX 82 

FARMINGDALE, NEW JERSEY 07727 

March 24, 1969 

Mr. Harold Weisberg.  
Old Receiver Road 
Route 8 
Frederick, Maryland 
21701 

Dear Harold: 

Ref: ATTACHMENTS 
2-16-69 

Your friend was right when he said you can't go far with 
just two numbers. I don't think that they had anything 
to do with the encoding or decoding of messages because 
one would never use the same set of digits for more than 
one message. If I were to speculate, I would tend to 
think them a serial number for an agent or dossier or 
something along that line. Also, I do not know what the 
significance of two letters preceeding the digits could 
be. The individual mentioned in the second paragraph of 
the Fensterwald letter might be aje to help, if you want 
to take a chance. 

I have noticed that the name ODUM seems to pop-up now and 
then in the report. First, there was the MORGAN letter of 
15 January, then notebook affair. Also there were the twv 
Dallas FBI agents named Odum and on page 64 of volume XVI 
I found this; 

Dallas Texas State 
Robert Odum 
RI 7 2071 
Rand Av at TOBCO 
RI 8 7604 

I am sorry that I can not offer more concerning the letters 
and digits but with such limited material you can't expect 
too much. 

However, the enclosure from Dr. Fisher may be of some 
interest. It would seem to indicate, I think, that the 
bullet was not fired from the TSBIll but more likely from 
Dal-Tex, between the second and fourth floors. One thing 
I can't understand is how in the hell they figure the 
Presidents coat was "bunched-up" when the bullet struck. 
I used the FBI's measurements to locate the position on 
one of my own coats land no matter how I jerked and equirmed 
around, I couidn't&fie back to hike up so that the hole 
would line up at the base of my neck. Willis's picture 
shows not folds in the Presidents coat. Also, the shirt 
being tucked into the trousers would not allow it to 
move up the back that much, but then, this is the age 
of miracles isn't it. 

--,HAP4I"WAlir-7P.momr^1,'I9, 



• 

If you could locate any evidence which would tend to show 
that Oswald used a short-wave radio transceiver, then we 
might have something to go on concerning the five and four digit groups. Most messages like this would be sent by 
radio. Sorry about the negative report but if anything else should come up, I'll let you know. Good luck with the 
book and please excuse the typographical errors. 

Sincerely, 

- • 	- • 	. 7Rt.111,81 
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General Correspondence No. 28 - 

COMMIT-MS TO ENVISTIGIATIE 

ASSASSINATIONS 

• 27 13TH ST.. N.W. (SUITS I IOC 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 50005 

March 12, 1969 

Mr. Emory L. Brown, Jr. 
Route 4, Box 82 
Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

Thank you for your letter of March 10. For the crypa4r'  
investigation you have in mind, the best person that I can 
suggest is Douglas Masan, 1111 Arlington Boulevard, Arling-
ton, Virginia 22209. I do not believe that he would accept 
any compensation, but he might be quite willing to do the 
research for you. 

Alternatively, you might want to write Mr. Eugene Fitzgerald, 
7102 Maple Avenue, Tacoma Park, Maryland. For whatever it is 
worth, he told as that he formerly worked for the CIA. 

I will be interested to see how your project turns out. 

Sincerely, 

Z.dt, 

Bernard Fensterwald, Jr. 

BFJr:am  

. •1 


